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After more-than three-decades of success… local resident starts over. 

The final chapter. 

 

For more than thirty-five years Chris Power-Gomez has led creative programs for some 

of the most successful businesses in the world. A unique combination of classical training 

and entrepreneurial experience at start-ups and F500 companies – he transformed ideas 

into multimillion-dollar revenue streams.  

While working at Metro Media Television, where he interned while studying at UCLA, 

he was instrumental in creating what is now television syndication. He had a mind that 

went beyond his creative abilities. From television Chris spent more than a decade 

developing brands and marketing for major motion pictures – he was the youngest Art 

director of Releasing for MGM/UA, and Cannon Films. He was recognized for his show 

title ‘Runaway Train, with an Academy Award nomination. 

He was a pioneer at successfully bringing Broadway Theater to LA., when it was believed 

that the L.A. market wouldn’t accept it. His proof was his success with La Cage Aux 

Folles, Cats, Evita, 42nd street and more. He also had a stint in retail, as (again the 

youngest) Art Director of Visual Merchandising for the May Company’s thirty-six stores. 

Chris then went corporate, working with several global advertising firms in the Wilshire 

Corridor. He spent nearly two-decades developing, implementing and managing brands 

and marketing on wide ranging National and Fortune 5 accounts. He was responsible for 

branding, marketing and market entrance on some of the most successful brands in the 

world, many are now a household name as a result. 
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Chris' life was drastically changed on September 30, 2010. As a pedestrian in a crosswalk 

in ‘The Village’ (Westlake Village), he was hit by a bus traveling at more than 35 mph. 

Thought deceased after finally landing some 40 feet down the road, Mr. Power-Gomez 

was in a coma for some time.  

He awoke, family by his side with only fragmented memory of his life. Left with many 

physical limitations from injury, and TBI (Traumatic Brain Injury) -  he began a two-year 

journey to come back to life. Having to relearn the basics – from walking and talking, to 

breathing and swallowing; he surprised the medical community with an astounding 

recovery. With an unyielding drive to become the man… the husband and father he once 

was, he worked to rebuild himself physiologically and neurologically, personally and 

professionally. 

Seven-years after the accident, Chris lives in Thousand Oak with his Wife of thirty-years, 

his son and daughter. He’s healthy and works every day to offset the effects of TBI. He’s 

created a baseball enterprise with his son that Is thriving. He recently created and 

launched a lifestyles magazine related to his passion, cars, which is catching-steam. Chris 

has one-more milestone to complete his recovery – re-entering his profession. The Final 

Chapter. 

This week, Chris Power-Gomez launches his start-up professional services firm, Power-

Gomez Brand Marketing.  

You can view the website at - PowerGomezBrandMarketing.com   

 

You can also view: 

Family – PowerGomez.com 

Baseball – Power-GomezBaseball.com 

Magazine – AutomobileLifestyles.com 

 


